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December, 1323 AD Holly and ivy decorate the
houses while voices are raised in song, but
the Christmas cheer is tempered by terror
this festive season, as demons haunt a small
English village. Strange thefts; cloven hoofprints in the snow; a house burned to the
ground. Something evil stalks the icy streets
of Brandesburton and former mercenary Tuck
must find out what, before it's too late. As
he sets out to solve the mystery the friar
prays his faith will protect him. His faith
AND his great quarterstaff, for he knows full
well - the Devil makes no deals... This brand
new novella from the best-selling author of
the Forest Lord series will delight and
entertain historical fiction fans looking to
escape the madness of Christmas shopping for
a little while. Grab a mince pie, warm some
mulled wine, and join Friar Tuck on this
snowy adventure! ..".a heart warming tale,
wrapping the deep meaning of Christmas in
amongst a clever little mystery..." Parmenion
Book Reviews
The Newbery Medal–winning author of The Hero
and the Crown brings the Robin Hood legend to
vivid life. Young Robin Longbow,
subapprentice forester in the King’s Forest
of Nottingham, must contend with the dislike
of the Chief Forester, who bullies Robin in
memory of his popular father. But Robin does
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not want to leave Nottingham or lose the
title to his father’s small tenancy, because
he is in love with a young lady named
Marian—and keeps remembering that his mother
too was gentry and married a common forester.
Robin has been granted a rare holiday to go
to the Nottingham Fair, where he will spend
the day with his friends Much and Marian. But
he is ambushed by a group of the Chief
Forester’s cronies, who challenge him to an
archery contest . . . and he accidentally
kills one of them in self-defense. He knows
his own life is forfeit. But Much and Marian
convince him that perhaps his personal
catastrophe is also an opportunity: an
opportunity for a few stubborn Saxons to
gather together in the secret heart of
Sherwood Forest and strike back against the
arrogance and injustice of the Norman
overlords.
Robin Hood, Maid Marion, Little John, Friar
Tuck and the rest of the Merry Men of
Sherwood Forest are all here, in stories
packed with excitement, drama and romance.
Antonia Fraser's masterly retelling is a
classic.
Sound Tapestry
The Publishers' Circular and Booksellers'
Record
The Outlaws of Sherwood
A Magazine Devoted to the Brotherhood of
Humanity, the Promulgation of Theosophy and
the Study of Ancient and Modern Ethics,
Philosophy, Science, and Art
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A Novel
Punch, Or, The London Charivari

An action-filled retelling of the story o. Robin Hood as
seen through the eyes of his trusted strong right hand,
Little John. When peasant John Little witnesses the
Sheriff of Nottingham’s men destroying his village for
John’s crime of poaching deer to feed his people, he flees
into the tangle of Sherwood Forest with the only other
survivor, his young foster daughter Marian. But dangers
lurk there, too: the outlaw Robin Hood soon catches them
and takes them prisoner. Robin Hood does not quite
match the heroic stories that are already told about him.
For all Robin’s dazzling bravado and clever tricks, the
reality of his fight against oppression by the Norman
nobility is a rough and dirty life in the forest, outlawed
and constantly hunted. As the newly dubbed Little John
gets an education in how to fit into Robin’s dangerous
band, Marian, too, grows into a force to be reckoned
with. Thrust into life in a world of fearless bandits,
uncertain allies, and merciless vendettas, Little John and
maid Marian earn their place—and build an unshakable
friendship with Robin Hood. Told with earthy historical
detail and unforgettable characters, this is a must for
any young reader fascinated by knights and fights, kings
and peasants, or who wants to delve into the many tales
that built the Robin Hood legend
It’s the beginning of new school term in 1973 and Kathy
Johnson needs a fresh start. Thirty, unmarried and an
overworked teacher in a primary school on a run-down
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council estate, she is beginning to feel that life has
passed her by. She needs to move on, but is still haunted
by a tragic secret from her past. However, the
disadvantaged people of Becklefield have problems of
their own and it’s not long before Kathy is irresistibly,
compassionately and sometimes unwillingly drawn into
their tumultuous lives. A devastating fire; mice and
marigolds, parental abuse and apathy, community
poverty and passion, plus knights, castles, cub scouts and
hilarious days out to the seaside all become entwined into
yet another hectic school year. Kathy needs faith and
hope to get through and perhaps with the help of the
loving church community she can. Add to that a boy
obsessed by Beethoven, a girl who finds hope through a
love of flowers and the confusion of several children
from the estate all sharing one father exquisitely
wrapped up in two poignant love stories, one delightfully
her own, and the heart-warming tale of Kathy’s life
turns prejudices and assumptions upside down and tells
just how it is in the chaotic neighbourhood surrounding
an inner-city primary school. ''We are great admirers of
Joyce Worsfold's writing. This book is filled with love,
and we know that it will be enjoyed by many, many
people.' Adrian and Bridget Plass 'If you enjoy a warmhearted, life-affirming and penetrating read then 'A
Fistful of Marigolds' is for you. Written in a lively,
accessible and entertaining style, the story captures the
joys, misfortunes, the pleasures and the heartbreaks of
an inspirational teacher who clearly loved her work with
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children.' Gervase Phinn
Join the merry minister in his adventures with Robin
Hood in this thrilling, revolutionary re-telling of the
classic legend! "A rollicking good tale." "Has you
laughing and cheering." "Very picturesque, and very
playful." The Kingdom of England, Advent, 1199:
Brother Michael Tuck is expelled from Fountaindale
Abbey for a crime of charity. Surviving in Sherwood
Forest on only his wits and prayers, the cosseted monk
nurtures a new faith in his heart. Castle Loxley,
Midsummer's Day, 1200: Veteran of the Lionheart's last
Crusade, Earl Robert of Loxley is arrested by the
Sherriff of Nottingham for refusing to pay King John's
new taxes. Robert escapes into nearby Sherwood on
horseback, stripped of his title and lands. The lost Earl
meets the wandering monk by a stream deep in the
greenwood, and a legend is born. "Outstanding." "A
fabulous read." "Conjures visual treats." "Compelling."
"Inspirational." "Wonderfully colourful characters."
www.friartuckbook.com
Home Lands
And Other Poems
Memorial
The Instructor
Fright Xmas
Provides information on medieval costumes and decorations,
and ideas for activities at Christmas, Easter, weddings, and
parties.
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Twelve selected adventures of Robin Hood and his outlaw
band who stole from the rich to give to the poor.
The “Gest” is the earliest major writing about Robin Hood —
although it tells a tale very different from that found in most
modern retellings. This version attempts to produce a more
accurate text of the long-lost original; it also provides a
modernized parallel. To this is added an extensive historical
introduction, line-by-line commentary, vocabulary study, and a
selection of other texts which clarify the context of the "Gest."
Dedicated to Patricia Rosenberg.
Once a Week
A Miracle Play Or Christmas Masque
Century Path
Little Maid Marian
Scarlet
Aunt Louisa's Keepsake. Comprising Sing a Song O'
Sixpence. The Robin's Christmas Eve. Robin Hood & His
Merry Men. The Sea Side
Finalist in the International Digital Awards Semi-Finalist in The
Kindle Book Review's Best Indie Books of 2012 A Romantic
Times Magazine Top Pick for June, 2012. 4 1/2 stars When
Caitlyn Deveraux's brother Gage is killed in Iraq, she receives a
necklace as part of his personal effects that she thinks is a trinket
he'd purchased for her. When she scatters his ashes according his
exact instructions and repeats the words he'd written, she
accidentally inhales some of the ashes. From that moment on, her
life as a quiet librarian is turned upside down. She's drawn into
her brother's world of black ops, intrigue, and government
conspiracies, working alongside Jacob Littlejohn and other
members of Team Indigo to stop a general who seems hell-bent on
wiping out her entire family. Praise for Superstition "This
paranormal romance from Tori Scott is an edge-of-your-seat
supernatural thrill ride that is sure to please!" --RT Book Reviews
"This book has a little bit of everything: adventure, romance,
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shapeshifter etc.... action packed from beginning to end!! All the
characters are strong and play an important role in the story.....
The ladies are tough and the men are rough! I loved the romantic
tension between many of the characters. An enjoyable
read!"--Davia of Romance Novel Junkies "The characters were
just amazing and I like how Tori blended the romance with the
action. I am eagerly anticipating book #2."--Nathalie Bernier "If
you love action-adventure, this book is for you! If you've never
read paranormal fiction before, don't let that stop you. This book
is so much more than the sum of its parts. I wasn't sure what to
expect when I bought SUPERSTITION, but it grabbed me on the
first page and didn't let go."--Hope Chastain
After losing everything he owns, forester Will Scarlet embarks on
a search for none other than King Raven, whose exploits have
already become legendary. After fulfilling his quest--and proving
himself a skilled and loyal companion--Will joins the heroic
archer and his men. Now, however, Will is in prison for a crime
he did not commit. His sentence is death by hanging--unless he
delivers King Raven and his band of cohorts. That, of course, he
will never do. Wales is slowly falling under the control of the
invading Normans, and King William the Red has given his
ruthless barons control of the land. In desperation, the people
turn to King Raven and his men for justice and survival in the
face of the ever-growing onslaught. From deep in the forest they
form a daring plan for deliverance, knowing that failure means
death for them all. Scarlet continues Stephen R. Lawhead's
riveting saga that began with the novel Hood, which relocated the
legend of Robin Hood to the Welsh countryside and its dark
forests. Steeped in Celtic mythology and the political intrigue of
medieval Britain, Lawhead's trilogy conjures up an ancient past
and holds a mirror to contemporary realities. Prepare for an epic
tale that dares to shatter everything you thought you knew about
Robin Hood.
Covering a period of nearly 40 years’ work by the author this
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collection of essays in the Shifting Paradigms in Early English
Drama Studies series brings the perspective of a Drama academic
and practitioner of early English plays to the understanding of
how medieval plays and Robin Hood games of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries were performed. It explores why, where, when,
and how the plays happened, who took part, and who were the
audiences. The insights are informed by a combination of
research and the public presentation of surviving texts. The
research included in the volume unites the early English
experiences of religious and secular performance. This
recognition challenges the dominant critical distinction of the past
between the two and the consequent privileging of biblical and
moral plays over secular entertainments. What further binds,
rather than separates, the two is that the destination of funds
raised by the different activities maintained the civic and
parochial needs of the institutions upon which the people
depended. This collection redefines the inclusive nature and
common interests of the purposes that lay behind generically
different undertakings. They shared an extraordinary investment
of human and financial resources in the anticipation of a profit
that was pious and practical.
How to Plan Holidays, Weddings, and Reenactments with
Recipes, Customs, Costumes, Decorations, Songs, Dances, and
Games
Little Maid Marian - The Original Classic Edition
Big Hearted
Robin Hood
Sutton Companion to the Folklore, Myths and Customs of Britain
Friar Tuck

Five Plays from the Children's Theatre
Company of Minneapolis was first published
in 1975. Minnesota Archive Editions uses
digital technology to make long-unavailable
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books once again accessible, and are
published unaltered from the original
University of Minnesota Press editions.
Among the notable productions of the
Children's Theatre Company of the
Minneapolis Society of Fine Arts, a leading
exponent of children's theater in this country,
have been plays that are adaptations of
classics in children's literature. This volume
makes available the scripts of five of these
adaptations, along with illuminating
information about the productions and the
company itself. The plays include two
adaptations by Frederick Gaines, two by
Timothy Mason, and one by Richard Shaw.
Mr. Gaines's plays are based on Washington
Irving's The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and
Charles Dickens's A Christmas Carol.One of
Mr. Mason's plays, Kidnapped in London, is
an adaptation of part of Master Skylark by
John Bennett, and the other, Robin Hood: A
Story of the Forest, is based on part of the
Robin Hood legend. Mr. Shaw's play is an
adaptation in Kabuki form of the Grimms'
fairy tale Sleeping Beauty. Linda Walsh
Jenkins writes a general introduction and
commentary. Background information about
each play includes excerpts from discussions
among directors, composers, designers, and
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playwrights about the plays themselves and
about various phases of the development of
the productions. Highlights of the history of
the Children's Theatre Company and of the
aims and accomplishments of its director,
John Clark Donahue, are given, and these will
be of particular interest to anyone in the
children's theater field. The photographic
illustrations, which include a number in color,
show various aspects of Children's Theatre
Company productions. There are also musical
examples from the original scores for the
plays.
Following in the tradition of recent work by
cultural geographers and historians of maps,
this collection examines the apparently
familiar figure of Robin Hood as he can be
located within spaces that are geographical,
cultural, and temporal. The volume is divided
into two sections: the first features an
interrogation of the literary and other
textually transmitted spaces to uncover the
critical grounds in which the Robin Hood
’legend’ has traditionally operated. The
essays in Part Two take up issues related to
performative and experiential space,
demonstrating the reciprocal relationship
between page, stage, and lived experience.
Throughout the volume, the contributors
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contend with, among other things, modern
theories of gender, literary detective work,
and the ways in which the settings that once
advanced court performances now include
digital gaming and the enactment of ’real’
lives.
Maid Marian, an orphaned heiress, struggles
against scheming, duplicitous relatives for
the right to her own lands. The Book is a
medieval romance featuring Robin Hood,
Maid Marian, Friar Tuck, and Prince John.
The characters of the book, lampoon
institutions such as the monarchy and the
church in the story. "Christmas morning
Marian awoke very early. She slipped out of
bed and went to the window. A few stars
were still in the sky, though the grey dawn
was stealing up the land. In a few minutes the
church bells pealed out upon the wintry air.
Marian folded her hands and thought of the
shepherds and the wise men, the little infant
Jesus in the manger and all the rest of the
beautiful story. But it was cold by the window
and she determined to get back into bed till
she should be called. Then she suddenly
remembered that this was "first thing in the
morning" and that she need not wait to open
Miss Dorothy's locked clothes-press. She
could find out what was there." Read on to
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find out what happens on that early
Christmas morning!
A Fistful of Marigolds
Brother Fabian's Manuscript
An Illustrated Magazine Devoted to the
Higher Education of Youth
The Once and Future King
Of Great Renown in Nottinghamshire
Early English Performance: Medieval Plays
and Robin Hood Games
In his most profound and accomplished book
to date, acclaimed author Bruce Wagner
breaks from Hollywood culture with a novel
of exceptional literary dimension and
searing emotional depth. Joan Herlihy is a
semi-successful architect grasping at the
illustrious commission that will catapult
her to international renown, glossy décor
magazines, and the luxe condo designs of
Meier, Koolhaas, and Hadid: the incestuous
cult of contemporary Starchitects.
Unexpectedly, she finds her Venice Beach
firm on the short list for a coveted
private memorial -- a Napa billionaire's
vanity tribute to relatives killed in the
Christmas tsunami -- with life-changing
consequences. Her brother Chester clings
to a failing career as a location scout
before suffering an accidental injury
resulting from an outrageous prank; the
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tragicomic repercussions lead him through
a maze of addiction, delusion, paranoia -and ultimately, transcendence. Virtually
abandoned by her family, the indomitable
Marjorie Herlihy -- mother, widow, and
dreamer -- falls prey to a confidence
scheme dizzying in its sadism and
complexity. And unbeknownst to Marj and
her children, the father who disappeared
decades ago is alive and well nearby,
recently in the local news for reasons
that will prove to be both his redemption
and his undoing. Spiraling toward
catastrophe, separate lives collide as
family members make a valiant attempt to
reunite and create an enduring legacy. To
rewrite a ruined American dream. Deeply
compassionate and violently irreverent,
Memorial is a testament to faith and
forgiveness, and a luminous tribute to
spirituality in the twenty-first century.
With an unflagging eye on a society
ruptured by natural and unnatural
disaster, and an insatiable love for
humanity, Wagner delivers a masterpiece.
Originally published in 1984, Brother
Fabian's Manuscript and Other Poems
includes Brother Fabian's Manuscript and
thirty-four additional poems.
Britain's rich and varied folklore,
legends and beliefs provide an insight
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into the island's history. Every invader,
refugee or settler has helped contribute
some new element or twist to the complex
pattern of our national heritage. This
volume provides a comprehensive companion
to legends and customs in England,
Scotland, Wales and Ireland.
Robin Hood - The Shadows of Sherwood
Forest
Medieval Celebrations
How Robin Hood Once was a Wait
Friar Tuck and the Christmas Devil
The Gest of Robyn Hode: A Critical and
Textual Commentary
The Trouble with Tuck
This romantic rouse crosses the Pond from Ireland to
America. It's 1985. Rich American Businessman Bradford
Thompson is at Dublin's Trinity College to interpret the
message of The Book of Kells. When he collides with Mary
Grace Clooney, she turnes his world upside down and
inside out. A twist of fate? Perhaps. Bradford, enraptured
with the young girls's Irish seductiveness, needs to bring
Mary Grace to America as his mistress. But Mary Grace
has a secret scheme of her own... Has Bradford fallen into
her trap? This Dublin game player is blessed with gypsy
power, clever allies, and the guidance of her Grandmum
Clooney, who spouts Irish wit and Irish warnings. When
Mary Grace threatens Bradford's world, the game turns
vicious. These prime players will stop at nothing to
triumph. But alas! There can only be one winner left
dancing!
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The impetus for The Meditation of My Heart came fifty
years ago when I was awarded a scholarship to Creighton
Preparatory School in Omaha, Nebraska which I attended
for just over a week. For it was with some dismay that I
discovered the life of the contemplative was not for me.
Although Sister Mary Teracita had tried to communicate
to me that a call to serve was not to be taken lightly, that it
demanded rigor both intellectually and spiritually, I really
didnt know what a call meant. However, my time as an
altar boy and lay reader has served me over these
intervening years so that today, perhaps, I do appreciate
more fully the demands of a life of service in the interest of
religion. While such a life is extremely personal, the
contemplative also lives a life on public display, an
apparent contradiction one is forced to accept. I admire
anyone who can do this successfully.
Maid Marian, an orphaned heiress, struggles against
scheming, duplicitous relatives for the right to her own
lands. A medieval romance featuring Robin Hood, Maid
Marian, Friar Tuck, and Prince John. Lampoons
institutions such as the monarchy and the church in the
post-Napoleonic era.
A History of English Literature
The Meditation of My Heart
Five Plays from the Children's Theatre Company of
Minneapolis
Inspiring Stories from Everyday Families
With Twenty-four Pages of Illustrations, Printed in Oil
Colours by Kronheim and Dalziels
Some Merry Adventures of Robin Hood

Big Hearted gives you an inside look into the triumphs,
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struggles, joys and sorrows of ordinary families with
generous hearts. It invites you to witness extraordinary
love in ordinary moments like the simple cooking of a
meal or the hug between a teenaged brother and his baby
sister. Just like your family, these families experience
pain, setbacks, and challenges. And just like your family,
they also experience love and immeasurable blessing
through their commitment and care for each other. In this
book, you will learn the stories of: A father of seven
healthy boys who struggled to love his Down syndrome
baby girlA mother of twelve who learned an important
lesson about Christmas from her childrenA special
relationship between a teenaged brother and his infant
sisterTwo grandparents in their final days who inspired
their grandchildren in simple waysTwo orphan children
from Kenya who prayed for adoption by an American
family and got what they asked for! It has been said that
God cannot be outdone in generosity. The stories in these
pages will show you how big hearted families experience
this truth in a myriad of ways, sometimes miraculously.
Available for the first time in a Yearling edition, the
classic, inspiring story of a dog who triumphs against all
odds, by the bestselling author of The Cay. Helen adored
her beautiful golden Labrador from the first moment he
was placed in her arms, a squirming fat sausage of
creamy yellow fur. As her best friend, Friar Tuck waited
daily for Helen to come home from school and play. He
guarded her through the long, scary hours of the dark
night. Twice he even saved her life. Now it's Helen's turn.
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No one can say exactly when Tuck began to go blind.
Probably the light began to fail for him long before the
alarming day when he raced after some cats and crashed
through the screen door, apparently never seeing it. But
from that day on, Tuck's trouble--and how to cope with
it--becomes the focus of Helen's life. Together they fight
the chain that holds him and threatens to break his spirit,
until Helen comes up with a solution so new, so daring,
there's no way it can fail.
"The Once and Future King" by T. H. White. Published by
Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles
that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics
& literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a highquality digital format.
Superstition
Robin Hood in Outlaw/ed Spaces
An Illustrated Miscellany of Literature, Art, Science &
Popular Information
Poor Giraffe and Other Puppet Plays
New and Original Grand Christmas Comic Pantomime,
Robin Hood ...
Râja Yoga Messenger
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